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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

UTD, Incorporated has developed a unique real-time, in-situ POsition LOcation
(POLO) device which will directly enhance the Department of Energy's Environmental

, Restoration and Waste Management Program through improvements to finding
contamination, identifying extent of contamination, remediating, and finally monitoring
sites. POLO is smaller than existing technology and is unaffected by the presence of

, steel and other magnetic materials. The size of the device offers for the first time, the
possibility to accurately determine the location of a penetrometer. It will be usable, in
its present form, to map the position of a sampling device as that device is inserted into
the ground.

A three phase program was proposed to DOEto take the POLOSystem through
the three levels of maturity prior to commercialization. Phase I of the contract,
"Innovative Directional and Position Specific Sampling Technique", included the design
and testing of individual components of the device and met or exceeded success
criteria. Phase II has included laboratory-scale tracking experiments of the integrated
POLO System that have met or exceeded the success criterion as well. The success
criterion is to demonstrate path tracking accuracy with a total error of less than 0.50%
of the distance traveled for distances less than 70 meters. On the basis of the
successful results of Phase II, UTDis proposing that the contract be extended into Phase
II1. In Phase III we will develop and test a full-scale POLO System and conclude with a
field demonstration. The goal of the Phase III effort is to achieve the same 0.50%
accuracy or better with respect to the distance traveled for distances lessthan 70 meters
in the field as was demonstrated in laboratory tests in the earlier phases.

The final report submitted here details the design of a realistic laboratory-scale
penetrometer path and describes the POLOtracking experiments that were conducted.
Plans for demonstration under Phase III efforts as well at commercialization and
technology transfer with DOE field sites aredescribed, highlighting the expected smooth
transition to full-scale production.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

A unique real-time, in-situ POsition LOcation device (calledPOLOfor convenience)
is being developed which will directly enhance the Department of Energy's
Environmental and Waste Management Program through improvements to finding
contamination, identifying extent of contamination, monitoring sites, and conducting
remediation. The device is smaller than existing technology and is unaffected by the
presence of steel and other magnetic materials. The POLO System offers, for the first
time, the ability to accurately determine the location of state-of-the-art environmental
sensors as they are installed.

The POLOSystem is to be integrated into penetrometer systemsfor environmental
restoration. Penetrometers advance a wide range of sensors and sampling devices
through soil, using small diameter push rods, and have been widely accepted for
environmental work because they are faster and less expensive to use than traditional
drilling rigs. In addition, penetrometers minimize environmental impacts because they
avoid the rotary motion of a drill that can bring contaminated material to the surface.
Despite their advantages, locating the final position of a sensor at the head of a
penetrometer that has been pushed a specified distance has previously been difficult
and of questionable accuracy. Unfortunately, errors in the approximations of sampling
locations can have a significant impact on the interpretation of plume origins and other
characteristics.

The primary locating device, called the POLO Module, is placed near the
environmental sensor atthe head of the underground probe. Afteran advance and while
the probe is stationary, the POLO Module detects any deviation from a straight path and
sends this information to a computer at the surface. The computer analyzes the data
in real-time and updates the graphic display of the sensor location. Thus, it is a dead
reckoning navigation instrument which startsfrom a known position and orientation and
thereafter provides a record of the path of the probe and the instantaneous location of
its sensor.

Figure 1 is a conceptual application of POLO for directional control of
penetrometer sampling devices. While penetrometers are currently not steerable, the
advent of POLO provides the basis for future additions of a steerable head that will
permit going to positions heretofore inaccessible due to safety hazards and other
limitations of current technology. The application of the system to directional drilling can
be pursued later and will rely on this original work. Thus, this effort is focused on the
development of POLO for use with penetrometers.

Phase I of a three phase DOE contract for sub-scale refinement was successfully
completed. The Phase II effort, which integrated the POLO components for laboratory
scale tracking experiments, reinforced the earlier findings. The full-scale field
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Figure 1. The POLO System will provide the critical component for directionally
controlled penetrometers.

demonstration which will take place during Phase III will conclude the DOE-sponsored
development of POLO. UTD will continue to pursue commercialization independently
after Phase III concludes.

Three main tasks were completed to conduct the Phase II laboratory tracking
experiments with the POLO System:

2.1 Computing
2.2 Test Plans and Test Platform
2.3 Sub-Scale Integrated System Testing

Each task is discussed within a dedicated chapter that reviews the design goals,
identifies the test procedures performed, and evaluates the performance in terms of the
pre-determined success criterion. The work breakdown and task assignments were
based on the Phase II Management Plan that was submitted on June 18, 1993.



The computing task integrated and enhanced the POLO tracking algorithms into
a modular and user friendly format. A graphics interface was added to facilitate a clear
understanding of the path being traveled. The test plans and test platform task included
the design and construction of a laboratory test path to realistically model the curved
path of a penetrometer probe. The integrated testing task involved the performance of
tracking experiments to systematically evaluate the POLO Module and algorithm
performance. Additionally, a refined procedure for the calibration of the POLO Module
was developed to ensure accurate path mapping. The commercialization chapter
discusses the ongoing technical transfer that is taking place to make DOE sites aware
of the new POLO technology.

q ,



II

2.0 COMPUTING

2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this task was to compile all programs developed or refined in
Phase I into an executable program with an appropriate user interface to control data
acquisition, for data management, to conduct mapping using real-time or stored data,
and to provide a computer video terminal graphic display which allows the operator to
track the progress of the penetrometer as it penetrates the ground.

2.2 Background

The POLO algorithm for tracking the path of a penetrometer was developed
independently and refined during the Phase I effort. The sequence of steps for a
computer-assisted tracking procedure are as follows. At the start of a penetration, three
angular measurements establish the initial heading of the probe. The azimuth, elevation
and rotational orientation are manually entered into the computer at the screen prompt.
This information establishes the starting point in terms of a three dimensional XYZgrid.

A standard penetrometer uses rods that are one meter long. Jaws attached to
the hydraulic rams grip and push one rod while a trailing rod is attached behind it. With
this approach a rapid and near continuous advance is achieved. The only pause occurs
during the several seconds required to retract the jaws and grip the next push rod. The
POLO Module will be located near the tip of the probe and is designed so that the one
measurement at each of the three gage stations (six circuits) along its length will
accurately map the bending for one advance. In.other words, the required strain gage
measurement frequency is one set of readings for every 1 meter advance of the push
rods. The XYZ coordinates of the penetrometer tip are then updated once for every
meter of advance. The preliminary plan is to make strain measurements while the
penetrometer jaws are retracting and the penetrometer rods are stationary. However,
the data acquisition system is capable of making many strain measurements each
second, so that more frequent position updates could be made if needed.

Each set of strain signals is sent to a surface computer via a wireline. Once in the
computer, the POLO algorithm takes over. The raw data is processed to determine the
bend orientation and intensity. The POLO algorithm further analyzes this information,
along with the distance traveled during the advance, to determine the new tip position
in terms of the established XYZ coordinate system. As penetration progresses, each
new bend at the tip is quantified and sent to the surface computer that controls all
aspects of data management, processing, and display.

No additional downhole instrumentation is required to measure the distance
traveled by the cone penetrometer. A device called a proximity switch is used by most
penetrometer operators to "count pipe". Each time a new joint in the penetrometer rod



string passes a fixed position inside the truck, the proximity switch is triggered and the
depth is incremented by a one meter interval. This same method can be utilized to
update the depth information for the POLO tracking algorithm after each advance. On
a preliminary basis, it is planned to increment the depth information manually at the
computer keyboard.

2.3 Methodology

This section discusses the design goals for software development within the
computationtask. It provides insight into the functionaldesign parametersthat were
considered. The followingsectionprovidesa detaileddescriptionof the POLO programs
as they were finally implemented.

At the start of Phase II, the POLOtracking algorithm was reviewed in terms of its
overall structure. The tracking algorithms were written in computer code, but had not
been fully integrated and optimized to maximize computational performance. A
comprehensive development plan was formulated to bring together the disparate parts
to form a cohesive system. The modular framework also provided a structure so that
refinements could be made without modifying numerous lines of computer code. During
this process, several important features were identified to make the program more user
friendly.

An improved data management schemewas planned to allowpath mapping with
real-time or stored data. Real-timedata transfer via the computer keyboard and through
an external automated data acquisition system were carefully evaluated. The
requirement to access stored data from a computer diskette was also investigated. A
method to clearly label and archive penetrometer tracking information was designed.
With this enhancement, a permanent record of the penetrometer path is readily available
for each field test site.

An improved tracking display for the computer screen was also designed. An
ordinary digital display of XYZ coordinates may be difficult to interpret while operating
other penetrometer controls. A graphics interface was designed to show the path
deviation and heading as well as the current depth of the rod. A quick glance should
be sufficient to grasp the true path of the penetrometer.

The system requirements to automate the data acquisitionprocess were reviewed
and specifications were developed for two systems. The first system is an off-the-shelf
data acquisition system suitable for laboratory and field tests. This unit has been fully
integrated with the POLO computer program and will be the primary means of data
acquisition during Phase III field tests. A second data acquisition system is being
explored and is a more sr)phisticated package that will be custom designed and built for
use with the POLO System. The development effort for the custom system is ongoing
and is being supported by internal research and development funds at UTD.



The success of the field demonstration does not hinge on the availability of the
new, custom designed data acquisition package. In fact, the existing off-the-shelf data
acquisition system was specified for use during the field demonstration as well as
laboratory testing. The main difference between the two systems is that the existing
system does not include a downhole amplifier. After talking with other strain gage
experts and reviewing similar strain gage applications in a field environment, we are
comfortable with this approach as being able to provide the required accuracy for
demonstration purposes. For example, in 1992, researchers at the Corps of Engineers
WaterwaysExperiment Stationsuccessfully conducted a microtunneling experiment that
utilized strain gages in the field with three hundred feet of leadwire and without a
downhole amplifier.1 UTD engineers traveled to Vicksburg, Mississippi to review this
successful field application of strain gages with the researchers.

The new custom data acquisition package, which may include a downhole
amplifier, will make strain measurements easier and more transparent to the
penetrometer operator. These features are important in the commercialization of POLO.
In addition, it is expected that better strain measurement accuracy will be achieved with
the new data acquisition package. We believe that the field demonstration is a
convenient place to test the new equipment, and hope to have a prototype ready for
testing at that time, although as previously stated, the outcome of the field tests is not
dependent upon having the new package.

Technical enhancements were also formulated into the plans for the POLO
computer program. Initially, refined calibration routines were developed to optimize the
strain gage readings taken by the POLO Module. Ad_Jitionalsoftware refinements will
be identified based on the information gained during the laboratory and field tracking
experiments.

2.4 Results

The schematic of Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the POLO program. The
top level POLO program controls the flow and accesses each of the lower programs.
Initialization routines are carried out first, then a loop sequentially monitors the sub-
programs for each penetrometer advance.

The user interface program controls the inputs to the program. Data can be
accessed in three ways. The data acquisition program can be used to monitor the
strains and distance traveled and automatically update position location. This option will

1Bennett, David, "Construction of Microtunneling Test Facility at WES and
Preliminary Test Results," Proceedings of Trenchless Technology Advanced Seminar,
Vicksburg, Mississippi, January 26-30; 1993, page 302.
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Figure 2. POLO computer program with modularstructureand enhanced graphic
displayis easy to use.

be the most efficient and frequently used method of acquiring tracking information. As
planned, strain and distance traveled can also be entered manually at the computer
terminal or read from a stored data file.

Additionally, all tracking experiments are stored on diskette. Critical information
that identifies the date, time, and location of the penetrometer test are stored along with
raw tracking information. With this approach, real-time path tracking information that
was gathered in the field can be analyzed on a computer at a later date. The data for
the tracking experiments are reported in Chapter 4, which specifically discusses the
results of POLO testing.

The deflection program uses the raw strain and distance information to evaluate
the bend intensity along the length of the POLO Module. The curvatures at each of the
strain gage stations are analyzed to determine the beam-type loading and exact
deflection. The bend intensity parameter can be used to monitor for imminent rod
breakage due to excess deflection.

i , i



Using the data that were processed by the deflection program, the tracking
program calculates the path of.each penetrometer advance. The running summation for
all advances determines the tip location. In other words, the POLO System is an
integrating navigational tool that determines its current position by keeping track of all
previous positions.

The tracking program also monitors the bulk rotation of the POLO Module to
, determine the true orientation of the bend plane at the tip of the probe. There is no

planned rotation with a penetrometer. However, it is expected that the penetrometer
may follow a slightly helical path due to wind up of the push rod string. Although the
twist is small over the length of the POLO Module, the error could accumulate over an
entire path if it is not taken into account. Taking a worst case example, assume that the
POLO Module rotates one degree at the start of the path and that the error is carried
through all subsequent calculations. (This type of random error should cancel out over
time. See Chapter 4). The resulting error could be greater than 0.50% of distance
traveled for this source of error alone.

To remedy this, a rotation algorithm was developed to quantify and account for
this behavior by comparing the bend orientation of the lead and lag gage stations on the
POLO Module. In this way, rotation of the POLO Module is measured and carried
forward from one strain measurement location to the next. The same rotation algorithm
will be used to measure the rotational position when the POLO System is adapted to
track the path of a rotary drill. As long as drill string wind up and rotational position are
monitored, rotational changes should be a small component of total system error. The
rotation algorithm was evaluated as an integral part of the laboratory experiments that
are fully described in Chapter 4.

The display program shows the penetrometer position using screen graphics.
Figure3 is a prototypescreendisplaythatshowsthepath intermsof an XYZcoordinate
system. Upon arrivalata locationfor conductingan insertion,the _enetrometerposition
is defined in terms of a map with reference to a surveyec;,,urface (and possibly
underground features). The origin of an orthogonal 3-axes coordinate system is
establishedat the pointwherethe penetrometerentersthe ground. The Y axislabeled
in Figure3 coincideswithverticalas definedby a plumb bob. Fora verticalinsertion,
this will also coincidewiththe initialdirectionof travel. The X and Z axes, also labeled
in Figure 3, are defined in a horizontalplane by a bubble level. In this way, the
informationonpositionlocationprovidedby POLOisconsistentwithconventionalsurvey
informationfor other itemsatthe site. A simplecoordinatetranslationcan be made from
thissystemto whateversystem is mostconvenientfor the user. It shouldbe notedthat
angled penetrometerinsertionsor insertionson a slopedsurfaceare common. Forthis
reason,an Initializeris used to definethe startingtrajectoryof the pipe in terms of the
orthogonal3-axes coordinatesystemthat has been established. The actual deflection
of the penetrometercanthen be expressedin termsof an external benchmarkdefined
by the map of the area.

9
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Figure 3. The POLO graphic display is a user friendly way to visualize a
penetrometerpath.

The left portion of the screenis a prototypeversionof the deflectioncircle. The
center indicatesa straightpath andthe outer circlerepresentsthe maximumdeflection
that is expected over the entirepenetrometerpath. The final versionof the deflection
circlewillbe labeled with unitsof length such as meters. The cross indicatesthe tip
positionof the penetrometerthat hasdeviatedfroma straightpath. For initialadvances
the path is nearlystraightand the crossis drawnnear the centerof the deflectioncircle.
However,once a deflectionoccurs,the rateof deflectionwillincreasewitheach advance
and the cross willmove away from the center of the deflectioncircle.

The long narrow rectangleon the right of the computer screen is a prototype
versionof the depth bar. Theentirerectanglerepresentsthe maximumdepthachievable
by the penetrometer. The final version of the depth bar will be labeled with unitsof
length such as meters. The portionof the depth bar that is blackis the currentdepth
of the penetrometer. The exampleshownin Figure3 indicatesthatthe penetrometeris
at a depth of 100 feet, approximatelyhalf of the expected total depth. For initial
advances the depth bar matches the total length of the penetrometer rod. As the
deflectionincreases,lessof the totalrod lengthcontributesto the verticaldepth andthe
depth bar increasesmore slowly.

10



The numbers at the bottom of the screen indicate the exact position of the
penetrometer tip in XYZ coordinates. Some of the space at the bottom of the screen is
also reserved for the computer to display prompts to obtain more positioning
information. For example, after each advance the computer updates the XYZ
coordinates and asks if there is more strain information to be processed.

The POLO computer program has been compiled into a stand-alone system that
, is easily transferrable to any MS-DOS based microcomputer. The entire program

requires less than 150 kilobytes of computer memory. The time required to process the
strain information for a single advance is a fraction of a second and will not slow down
the other penetrometer operations.

11



3.0 TEST PLANS AND TEST PLATFORM

3.1 Purpose

The purpose of this task wasto identify and design laboratory tests to aid in the
refinement and demonstration of the POLO System. A test path to conduct these
experiments was designed and constructed.

3.2 Background

The primary objective of the laboratory test was to evaluate the tracking
performanceofthe POLO Moduleas ittraverseda realisticpenetrometerpath. Foreach
test, specificareas of interestwere targeted for study. For example,itwas plannedto
studycomputertrackingof modulerotationas an integralpartof a trackingexperiment.
Figure4 illustratesa simplifiedversionof a typical penetrometerpath. Penetrometers
are usuallysetup in a verticalorientationatthe surfaceand for preliminaryadvancesthe
probe follows a straight path. During subsequent advances, however, the probe
deviatesfrom a straightpath as it encountersan undergroundobstacle. The obstacle
could be a rock,a root, or a geologic layer.

Evenwithout an obstacle, probe deflectionscan occur due to imperfections inthe
push rods. Once the sensor is off course, the unbalanced force on the penetrometer
push rods increasesthe course deviation during each advance. With this behavior, the
inclination at the tip of the probe can easily reach 45 degrees by the end of a push. In
fact, it is surprising that straight paths are achievable in a field environment.

Angled penetrometer insertions,which are used to reach contaminated areas
underneathtanks or buildings,are even more susceptibleto severebendingbecause
the unbalancedloadsat the penetrometerhead are greater. Significantdeviationfrom
a straightpath is expected and extra instrumentationto monitorbending is utilized.

The allowable bend of a penetrometer push rod depends on the type of rod that
is used andthe applied axialload. Allpush rodsare made of steel. Standardpushrods
for measuringsoilpropertiesare lessthan 3.8 centimeters(1.5 inches)in diameterand
1 meter (39.37 inches) in length,with a tensilestrengthof over 1100 MPa (160 ksi). A
common push rod used to perform samplingfunctionshas a slightlylargerdiameterof
4.45 centimeters(1.75 inches),a similar1meter(39.37 inches)length,anda smaller414
MPa (60 ksi) tensile strength. In either case, the push rods are designed for
compressiveaxial loads as largeas 18 metrictons (20 tons) as longas sufficientlateral
support, typicallyfrom the overburden, is present to preventbuckling.

When a penetrometer push rod deflects, the additional axial bending strain can
significantly reduce the allowable axial load. Figure 5 is a graph of the allowable axial
load for a range of push rod radii of curvature. The calculations are based on

12
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Figure 4. Significant deviations from a straight path occur in typical penetrometer
insertions.
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the 4.45 centimeter (1.75 inches) push rod used for sampling. In many soils, the
penetrometer thrust load is less than 9 metric tons (10 tons), which translates to an
allowable radius of curvature of about 40 meters (130 feet). As long as the axial loads
are insignificant, which could be the case towards the tip of the penetrometer string, radii
of curvature as tight as 25 meters (80 feet) are negotiable without rod breakage.

The penetrometer joints which are commercially used today were designed to be
used in penetrometer rods being inserted in straight trajectories. Under these conditions
the load is applied as axial compression which is carried by the shoulders of the mating
rod segments as shown in Figure 6. Both the shoulders and the threads are preloaded
by torquing the two rod sections together. Axial thrust increases the shoulder load and
decreases the shear and bearing stresses on the threads. This condition is stable and
should perform very well in "straight ahead" insertion.

Although it is known that penetrometer rods bend, the joints significantly reduce
the achievable bending performance that was described earlier. When the rod deviates
from a straight path, a moment "M" is superimposed on the joint as shown in Figure 6.
This increases the bearing load on the shoulder and decreases the stresses at the
azimuth (measured around the rod axis) at which the inside of the curve occurs. At the
outside of the curve, bearing load on the shoulder is decreased, with corresponding
increase in thread stresses. This can result in one of several possible failure modes:
1) Shear strength can be exceeded, "stripping" the threads; 2) Bending stresses in the
threads may cause them to fail in bending; and 3) The body on which the threads are
cut may fail in tension. Modes 2) and 3) are exacerbated by the stress concentration
factors associated with the changes in section occurring at the roots of the threads.
Penetrometer rod joints may need to be modified before satisfactory bending
performance is achieved.

The POLO Module conforms in size and shape to a standard penetrometer rod.
However, the prototype POLO Module used for laboratory tracking experiments was
made of aluminum to facilitate laboratory testing. The aluminum responds to strain in
the same uniform way as steel except that it has a lower modulus of elasticity which
allows it to bend more easily. In other words, an aluminum POLO Module that follows
a prescribed path will experience the same strain levels and have the same resolution
as a steel POLO Module on the same path, but the forces required to cause the
deflection will be much less.

The detailed design of the POLO Module for the fielct demonstration will take
place at the start of Phase III. On a preliminary basis, the final POLO Module will be
made out of stainless steel to withstand the applied loads and rugged underground
environment. There are no machining or assembly problems associated with the switch
to stainless steel. Strain gages for a stainless steel POLO Module have been ordered.

14
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Figure 6. Analysis ofstate-of-the-art penetrometer rod joint design revealsweakness
for application to directional use.

3.3 Methodology

This section discusses the conceptual design of all components used to conduct
the POLO tracking experiments. It is intended to give a general insight into the primary
design parameters that were considered in the design and construction of the test path.
The specific steps to accomplish each test are described in Chapter 4.0, Sub-Scale
Integrated System Testing.

Based on the insight into the typical deflection and bending performance of a
push rod that was discussed earlier, a realistic model for a penetrometer path was
developed. The basic idea was to use a pipe with an inner diameter larger than the
POLO Module as a guide. The tightest radius of curvature was planned to be between
25 - 40 meters (80 - 130 feet). Straight paths were planned as well. The only limit to the
total path size was the available laboratory space.

To advance the POLO Module inside the guide pipe, a winch assembly was
designed. The force required to deflect the POLO Module at the point of maximum
curvature was used inconjunction with an assumed coefficient of friction, to estimate the
maximum pull force for the winch. Based on the force analysis, each component of the
winch assembly was specified.

15



In practice, the entire length of a penetrometer is in intimate contact with the soil.
In our slightly oversized guide pipe, this is not the case. To guarantee path
conformance, centralizers were designed to fit over the POLO Module and guarantee a
snug fit within the guide pipe. Figure 7 is a close-up of the middle two of four
centralizers placed along the POLO Module. The 2 centralizers at either end forced the
POLO Module to bend and showed the most wear after tracking experiments were
conducted. The 2 centralizers in the middle kept the strain gage stations precisely
positioned and showed very littlewear. The centralizerswere made of bronze and were
attached using high strength adhesive. Note that centralizers were an important issue
for the Phase II laboratory testing and are discussed again in Chapter 4 of this report.
During the Phase III field demonstration, the soil that surrounds the POLO Module will
act as a centralizer along the penetrometer path.

Push rods were designed to trail the POLO Module and duplicate the influence
of a string of penetrometer rods. The primary design consideration was to keep the
flexural rigidity of the trailing rods the same as that of the POLO Module. With this
constraint, the uniform bending performance of real push rods was achieved.

Several measurement tools were designed to evaluate the performance of the
POLO Module. A precise survey at 0.3 meter (1 foot) intervals along the length was
carried out to quantify the path of the guide pipe. A transit measured the azimuth and
elevation of each deflection point. This information was translated into XYZ positioning
information for verification of the computer-assisted POLO tracking algorithm.

A device to monitor the rotation of the push rods was also designed. A vernier
base with an orientation ring was mounted at the start point of the guide pipe to
measure the angular displacement of the trailing push rods after each advance. The
rotational shift could be measured to the nearest 0.50 degree. This information was
used to evaluate the algorithm that monitors the angular displacement of the POLO
Module.

As discussed in the Phase I Final Report, the POLO Module was designed to 1)
precisely measure bending, 2) meet penetrometer operational constraints, and 3)
function unobtrusively in conjunction with other penetrometer sensors. To successfully
function as a bending transducer, the POLO Module was designed to maintain uniform
rigidity in all rotational bend orientations so that a penetrometer probe is not prone to
exaggerated bending in one plane. This was accomplished by maintaining the
symmetry of a circular cross section, even after notches were machined into the surface.
In addition, uniform rigidity was maintained along the length of the POLO Module so that
discontinuities in the deflection curve were avoided.
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Figure 7. The centralizers on the POLO Module duplicated contact with soil.

The compressional force exerted on the POLO Module during a push was also
carefully considered during the design of the bending transducer. It was found that

"same sign strains" could be effectively eliminated by using full wheatstone bridge
circuits wired electronically in the standard "bending" configuration. Some examples of
"same sign strains" that cancel out are purely axial loading (tension or compression) or
thermal expansion. The only signal that a full wheatstone bridge bending circuit is
capable of measuring is "differential strain". Any "differential strain" on the POLO Module
is due to a bend that has a measurable radius of curvature.

Even though the POLO Module is unaffected by the penetrometer thrust and
could make accurate bending measurements while a penetrometer is advancing, on a
preliminary basis it is planned to make all strain measurements while the penetrometer
is stationary. One set of strain measurements for each advance will be made in the time
available while the penetrometer jaws are retracted. There are several advantages to this
approach. The error associated with any dynamic measurement will be minimized. For
example, the erroneous peak strains associated with an impact loading can be avoided.
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In addition, it will be easier to relate the strain measurements to an exact underground
position if the POLO Module is not moving. Note also that there will be very little
compressional loading of the POLO Module when the penetrometel is still.

To meet the operational requirements of the rugged underground environment,
the POLO Module was designed to conform in size and shape to a standard
penetrometer rod. There are no moving parts (excluding bending deflections) on the
POLO Module and all sensitive instrumentation has been provided with mechanical,
electrical and environmental protection. Further design efforts, to be carried out during
the Phase III full-scale design effort, will guarantee that the POLO Module meets the
strength requirements of penetrometers.

To function without obstructing other sensors,the POLO Module was designed
so that the inner diameter is the same size as a standard push rod and totally open.
Electrical connections are made in a separate outer ring. The leadwires are routed to
the surface via a single umbilical that uses less than 25% of the available free space.
This design leaves more than enough room for traditional cone penetrometer equipment
to pass through the POLO Module. It is anticipated that new penetrometer sensors will
have similar space requirements and should not present a problem.

Afterthe specificationsfor a penetrometer Iocatorsystemwere reviewed,a back-
up prototypePOLO Modulewas designedandconstructed.The primaryreason for the
second POLO Module was to avoid testing delays if the original POLO Module were
damaged. This is an importantconsiderationin Phase II and Phase III. Minordesign
modifications were made to enhance the performance. Most importantly, the
componentswere modifiedso that dis-assemblyand repairwere simplified.

3.4 Results

Figure 8 is a photo reproductionof the laboratorytest path that was constructed.
Figure 9 is a sketch of the laboratorytest path with the specificcomponents labeled.
The near end of the guide pipewas securelyanchoredto the main platformwith a steel
brace. The opposite end was deflected so that a curvedcantileverpath was achieved
inthree dimensionalspace. Additionalwoodensupportswere usedalongthe lengthof
the guide pipe to securelyfix it in place. The pathwas made of a 5 centimeter(2 inch)
aluminumpipe that had an overalllengthof 6 meters (20 feet). A 6 meterpathwas the
longestthat was achievablewithinthe existinglaboratoryfacilities.

Figure 10 is a graph that shows the horizontal and vertical components of the
curved test path. The total deflection of the braced far end with respect to the near fixed
end was 38 centimeters (15 inches) and was calculated by combining the horizontal and
vertical deflections using the square root of the sum of the squares. The tightest bend
occurred at the start of the test path, where the radius of curvature was approximately
33.5 meters (110 feet).
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Figure 8. The POLO test path is a realistic model of a true penetrometer path.
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Figure 9. A sketch of the POLO test path identifies its primary components.
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Figure 10. The POLO test path has a total deflection of 38 centimetersover its 6
meter length.

For this configuration,if the testpath were assumedto be straightthe totalerror
inpositionlocationwouldbe about 6%of thedistancetraveled.Althoughthismayseem
insignificant,if a bend havingthe sameradiusof curvaturewerecontinuedfor30 meters
(100 feet) the total deflectionwould be more than 12 meters (40 feet). In other words,
in a full-scale path the position location error from assuming a straight path would
increaseto 40% of the distance traveled. Thistype of error would be possibleand the
operator might not be aware of it in a penetrometerno._jtequipped with POLO.

The winch assembly consisted of a boat winch attached to a rugged wooden
frame. The cable and hook attachments are rated at 136 Kg (300 Ibs). A hook and
pulley,placed at the far end of the testpathas shown inFigure9, changedthe direction
of the pull. Withthisconfiguration,the winchwas convenientlymountednextto the start
of the path. When the cable was attached to the lead end, the POLO Module was
advancedthrough the guide pipe by crankingthe winch.

The centralizerson the POLO Modulewere made of bronzeto minimizefrictional
resistanceduringa test pull. The centralizerswere 1.91 centimeters(.75 inch) in length
and maintaineda 0.13 millimeter(0.005 inch)diametralclearancebetweenthe centralizer
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OD and the guide pipe. The centralizerswere attached to the POLO Module with a high
strength instant adhesive.

Although not shown in Figure 9, smaller pipes called push rods fit inside the guide
pipe of Figure 9 and trail the POLO Module. They were made of 3.81 centimeter (1.5
inch) aluminum pipe tha_wascut into 1.22 meter (4 feet) sections. Standard pipe thread
and couplings were used to join the push rods. The couplings had a larger diameter

. than the rods and were machined to act as centralizers. A special coupling was
designed and built to connect the first push rod to the non-standard and proprietary
penetrometer rod thread on the POLO Module.

The orientation device at the start of the test path in Figure 9 is used to monitor
rotation. As shown in the photograph of Figure 8, the orientation device consists of an
angular vernier that is mounted at the top of a vernier base that is shaped like a
horseshoe. The zero point on the vernier base was carefully calibrated to coincide with
the vertical plane of the test path using survey equipment. The survey points shown in
Figure 9 were used to verify POLO System tracking.

As noted earlier, a back-up POLO Module was constructed during Phase II to
avoid delays if the original POLO Module was damaged during testing. The design
goals for both POLO Modules were to 1) precisely measure bending, 2) meet
penetrometer operational constraints, and 3) function unobtrusively with other
penetrometer sensors• Further elaboration on the design goals is provided in Section
3.3. The original and back-up POLO Modules are identical in characteristics. The
principal difference between them is that the components have been reconfigured for
easier assembly/disassembly.

Figure 11 is a cutaway schematic that identifies the components of the original
POLO Module. The inner piece, the module body, is the main sensing element. Eight
grooves that run the entire length of the module body are spaced at equal 45°
increments around the perimeter. Three sets of eight strain gages, placed in the
grooves at each of the module quarter points, are the lag, mid, and lead gage stations.

°

Figure 11 shows four spacers around the module body. The two outer Spacers
are shorter in length than the inner spacers. The spacers provide, small gaps in the
module cross section for strain gage wiring and are permanently fixed to the module
body with adhesive. One problem with the spacers is that they cover part of the strain
gage circuit. It may be difficult to remove the spacers without damaging the delicate
electronics.

The shield shown in Figure 11covers the spacers and the bridge completion area.
• It provides mechanical protection for the strain gages and bulks up the outer diameter

to match the outer diameter of a typical penetrometer rod. The shield is permanently
• fixed to the spacers with adhesive.
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Figure 11. The original POLO Module successfullycompletedthe laboratorytracking
experiments.

As shown in Figure 11, male and female thread adaptersfit on the ends of the
module body and allow the POLO Moduleto be connectedto standard penetrometer
rods. In contrast to the other components,which are made of aluminum, the thread
adapters were made of steel becausealuminumthreadsare easilydamaged. Likethe
other components,the threadadaptersare attachedto the modulebodywith adhesive.
A transition at the middle of the thread adapter necks down from the full module
diameter to the standard penetrometerinner diameter of 1 inch and allowsthe strain
gage wiresto be routed to the center of the probe.

Figure12 isa cutawayschematicthat identifiesthe componentsof the newPOLO
Module. The new module body hasthe same grooveand straingage configurationas
the original. However, ratherthan using spacers to providea gap for the straingage
wiring,three circulargrooveson the new module body are used for thispurpose. One
advantage to this approach is that, withoutspacers, direct access to the strain gage
circuitsis possibleby removingthe shield.

The new shield shown in Figure 12 has a greater wall thicknessto take up the
space previouslyoccupied by the Spacers. In addition,threecompensatingringshave
been added to its outer surface. The compensatingringsmaintainthe flexuralrigidity
of the POLO Module cross section where the circulargroovesare located.
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Figure 12. A new and improvedPOLO Module was builtthat can be repairedand re-
assembled.

The thread adapters shown in Figure 12 are the same as in the originalPOLO
Module, except that they are made of aluminum. It was found that the steel thread
adapters were difficultto bend in a laboratoryenvironment. Extra care willbe taken
during testingso that the aluminumthreadsare notdamaged.
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4.0 SUB-SCALE INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTING

4.1 Purpose

The purpose of this task was to calibrate the POLO Module and perform teststo
evaluate its path tracking performance in a laboratory environment.

4.2 Background

The POLO System is fundamentally different from traditional path mapping
equipment. Guidance systemsfor oil well installationmeasure changes in the earth's
gravitationalor magnetic fields. Locators for the utility industry monitor the signal
attenuationof a radio wave. Rather than referencing an external parameter that is
subjectto localanomalies,POLO achievessuperiorperformanceby directlymeasuring
the pathof the probe. The straingage signal is not a comparativemeasurement, but
a physicalpropertyof the POLO Modulethat uniquelyand preciselydescribes itspath.

This approach offers a physical understanding of the path of an underground
probe, which is used to optimizethe performance of the strain-basedPOLO System.
Based on earlierproof-of-concepttesting,severalareaswere targeted for furtherstudy.
These includedinvestigationsof bendingbehavior,establishmentof pathconformance
criteria,and monitoringof rotationof the POLO Module. They were conductedas an
integralpart of each path trackingsequence.

The prototype POLO algorithm assumed that the bending behavior of an
undergroundprobe consistedof a seriesof circulararcs. Eachpiece of pipe, typically
one meter in length, was modeled as a singular circular arc. This was a realistic
assumptionwhenthe incrementaladvanceswereshortwithrespectto the changingpipe
curvatureorwhen lowerresolutionmeasurementswereadequate. However,to achieve
higher accuracy, insight into the bending behavior of the pipe over a full one meter
length was required.

A variety of beam loading conditions are possible for a penetrometer. During
early advances,when the path is essentiallystraight,a purelyaxial load is applied and
very little bending is observed. When the probe deflects off of an underground
obstruction,the loadingis morelikea "pointload". Inotherinstances,morecomplicated
loadingconditionsmay occur. An enhanced beamalgorithm,withthe abilityto discern
the modeof pipe bending,was usedasan integralpartof the pathtrackingexperiments
to further explore this behavior.

The above discussion addresses areas of bend continuity,where the curvature
is changingregularly. However,it isconceivablethat inflectionpoints,or areas of bend
irregularity, may also be encountered. Such cases could possibly occur if an
undergroundprobe encountereda zonewith manyobstructions.If the penetrometeris
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able to proceed under these conditions, more frequent strain measurementsmay be
required. This behavior will be carefully evaluated during the Phase III field
demonstration.The preliminaryplanisto makeonesetof strainmeasurementsforeach
penetrometerrod advance.

In an underground environment, the soil will provide lateral support and
centralization for the POLO Module. Large lateral translations in the hole are not a factor
for the majority of penetrometer insertions. However, path conformance is an issue forJ

laboratory tracking experiments. Without centralizers, the POLO Module will not deflect
by the proper amount as it moves along the test path. The locations and size of
centralizersto achieve accurate path conformance were evaluated during the preliminary
path tracking experiments. Some of this research may have follow-on implications for
field work as well.

Althougha penetrometer does not manually rotate the entire push rod string like a
drill, it is expected that some wind up will occur, particularly after travelling a circuitous
route. In other words, an alignment mark on the POLO Module at the tip of the
penetrometer may not correspond accurately with an alignment mark at the surface.To
accommodate this occurrence, an algorithm to track the rotations of the POLO Module
was developed. This algorithm was tested as an integral part of the POLO tracking
experiments.

It is widely known that the effectsof temperature must be carefullyconsideredto
achieveprecisestraingage measurements. Firstof all, it mustbe emphasizedthat it is
the temperatureVARIATIONS between individualgages of a givenbridge or between
lead wiresthat could occurduring a test, ratherthan the ABSOLUTEtemperature,that
could cause problems. To quantify these variations for a penetrometer in an
undergroundenvironment,apreliminarythermodynamicanalysiswasconducted. Recall
that after a minimum depth, and to depthsof several hundredfeet, an underground
environmentmaintainsa steady temperature. Itwas foundthat exceptinthe immediate
vicinity of the tip, where significantenergy is dissipated to achieve penetration, a
penetrometeroperates at constant temperature. To a firstapproximation,the POLO
System will operate in a constant temperatureenvironment,where the temperature
induced errorsare negligible.

To achieve highest accuracy, the POLO System was carefully designed and
constructed to cancel out the effects of UNEXPECTED temperature variations. The
temperature induced errors could occur in two places, in the transducer itself or in the
leadwires that transmit the electronic signal. For example, temperature induced
measurement errors in the transducer could occur due to thermal expansion. Recallthat
a strain gage circuit simply monitors the stretch on the surface of the transducer. If the
thermal expansion of the transducer is different than that of the strain gage circuit, a
temperature differential could induce an erroneous strain reading. Fortunately, it is
possible to minimize the potential problems in a number of ways. To reduce errors with
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the POLO Module 1) temperature compensated strain gages were used, 2) bending
strain gage circuits that inherently cancel out temperature induced errors were utilized,
3) the temperature compensation for each circuit was fine tuned by hand, and 4) a data
acquisition systemwas selected to minimize the effects of temperature on the leadwires.

To evaluate the ability of the POLO System to eliminate temperature induced
strain measurement errors, both the POLO Module and the leadwires were subjected to
a temperature differential greater than 20 degrees Celsius while the strains were
continuouslymonitored. The average temperature induced strainshift was less than
0.60 microstrainper degree Celsius. Microstrainis a dimensionlessquantitythat is
typicallyexpressedwithunitsof lengthsuchas micrometers/meter.Forthe temperature
rangeexpected ina fieldenvironment,the temperatureinducederrorintermsoftracking
performance will be significantlylessthan 0.10% of the distancetraveled.

4.3 Methodology

Several levelsof calibrationwere carriedoutto guaranteethe qualityof the strain
output. As a firststep, the data acquisitionsystemwas calibratedso that the low-level
voltagefrom the POLO Modulewas transformedintoa precisestrainvalue. Atthe next
level, the POLO Module was calibratedto respond in a predictableway to an applied
load. A final calibrationwas performedto accountfor deviationsof the POLO Module
from perfect geometry. The three calibrationstepswere criticalto optimizethe path
tracking performanceof the POLO Module.

A path conformance criterion was developed during the preliminary tracking
experiments. Frictionreducing bronze centralizerson the POLO Module forced the
probe to followthe pathof the guide pipe. Severaldifferentcombinationsof centralizers
were tried in orderto achieveconsistentstrainlevelsat the same point on the path for
the lag, mid, and lead gage stations.

The prototype POLO Module that was developed during Phase Iwas used for all
tracking experiments. Its specifications are described in the Phase I Final Report. To
perform a test, the POLO Module was fully immersed into the guide pipe at the path
origin. Readings of the elevation, heading and rotational orientation were made. These
measurements established the starting point with respect to a reference grid. The initial
readings of bending strain at each of the three gage stations were also monitored at this
time. The information was utilized by the computer to calculate the position of the tip
of the probe. The POLO Module was advanced, allowing free rotation, and another set
of strain measurements was made to update the computer program. The process was
repeated until the entire test path had been traversed.

A sensitivity analysiswas performed to quantify the number of straingage stations
that were required for the POLO Module to accurately map a continuous bend. This was
an important study because fewer strain gages and measurements could reduce
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computational requirements. More importantly, a reduction in the number of gage
stations on the POLO Module results in a reduced production cost. Although the length
of each advance was not physically altered, the number of strain measurements overthe
length of the POLO Module was reduced with only minor modifications to the POLO
computer program, i.e., the computer program was told to ignore, the input from the
middle gage station.

, 4.4 Results

The raw data utilized during a POLO tracking experiment is shown in Table 1.
The first row represents the XYZcoordinates of the starting point along the path that was
expressed with respect to the surveyed coordinate systemand measured in centimeters.
The starting point was a short distance along the path so that the POLO Module was
fully immersed for the first strain measurement. The second row contains the azimuth,
elevation, and rotation angle, measured in degrees, that were used to establishthe initial
heading of the POLO Module. In the laboratory, these values remained constant for a
given starting point because the path was always in the same position with respect to
the surveyed coordinate system. In the field, the starting orientation will be determined
using the Initializer that was developed during Phase I of the POLO development effort.

The remaining rows of data were collected asthe POLOModule was pulled along
the path in steps. One set of strain measurements was made at the start of each
advance while the POLO Module was stationary. The first column of data is the number
of the advance. The second column of data is the length of the advance in meters. The
remaining six columns of data are the strain measurements made at three gage stations
(lag, mid, and lead, respectively) and expressed in microstrain. Recallthat there are two
circuits for each gage station. The shove and strain data are processed by the POLO
algorithm to determine the position of the tip of the POLO Module with respect to the
starting point.

Table 2 quantifiesthe total systemerror for the tracking experiment summarized
in Table 1. The X, Y, and Z coordinates define the tip position and are expressed in
centimeters. Each coordinate has a survey value and a POLO prediction. The X and
Z coordinates quantify any deviation from a straight path. The Y coordinate roughly
corresponds to the distance traveled. A more detailed definition of the coordinate
system is given in Section 2.4. An error estimate was obtained by comparing the
surveyed coordinate with its neighboring POLO coordinate. For example, the surveyed
X coordinate -3.6 centimeters (shown in Table 2 on page 29) in the third row of the first
column is directly comparable with -3.9 in the next column. The total system error was
calculated by combining the error from the X,Y,and Z coordinates using the square root
of the sum of the squares and dividing by the distance traveled.
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Table 1. A POLO data file defines the penetrometeb"starting point and angle of
insertion, then uses distance and strain measurements to map the path.
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Figure 13 summarizes the laboratory tracking performance by showing the Total
System Error with respect to the position on the path. The largest error was 0.36%,
while the error at the last measurement point was less than 0.20%. The reader will note
that the total system error is well within the success criterion of 0.50% as set forth in the
contract. The general trend of the error terms is decreasing, but it is anticipated that
over longer laboratory distances the error terms would fluctuate randomly about the
0.32% error level. This prediction is based on an analysis of how errors accumulate in
the POLO measurement system.
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Table 2. The total system error is expressed as a % of the distance traveled and
was computec by comparing the surveyed XYZ coordinates with the
predictions of the POLO algorithm.

ii i I

ADVANCE TIP POSITION- CENTIMETERS TOTAL
, ,, , ,,

# X COORDINATE Y COORDINATE Z COORDINATE SYSTEM
........... ERROR

SURVEY I POLO SURVEY I POLO SURVEY POLO- %,, -- ,,,

1 -0.4 -0.4 101.6 101.6 1.3 1.3 0.00
.,

2 -1.7 -1.8 152.4 152.4 2.4 2.3 0.28
.,. , i

3 -3.6 -3.9 203.1 203.1 3.9 3.7 0.36
,,., ,,,,,,, ,,,, ,.,,

4 -6.2 -6.5 253.9 253.8 5.7 5.4 0.29
, ,.. . , , ,.

5 -9.4 -9.7 304.6 304.5 7.6 7.3 0.21
,

6 -12.9 -13.2 355.4 355.1 9.7 9.3 0.23
,, ,.,

7 -16.9 -17.1 406.1 405.7 12.0 11.6 0,20
..... ,

8 -21.0 -21.2 456.8 456.3 14.4 14.1 0.17

9 -25.5 -25.6 507.5 506.8 16.9 16.6 0.19
..... i ,,,

Any measurement system has a combination of systematic errors and random
errors. One tries, in designing a good system, to do an analysis which describes how
each component reacts to inputs and how components' behaviors combine to produce
systematic error. We are particularly fortunate with the POLO System because it is fully
emenable to this type of performance analysis. During Phase I, this enabled a
preliminary evaluation of each individual component in its "as built" condition to identify
errors. An updated analysis was performed based on the results of the integrated tests
conducted as part of the Phase II research.

The second type of error occurs on a strictly random basis. For example, the
output of the strain gage bridge can be measured to an accuracy of plus or minus two
microstrain. Any one reading can fall anywhere within this error band, and we have no
way of knowing which value is correct. If we were to take several readings and average
them, the random error would be reduced, but never eliminated. We expect the error
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Figure 13. The POLO System met the success criterionby mapping a laboratory
penetrometerpath with less than 0.50% error.

to be plusas often as minusandto be distributedmoreor lessuniformlyalongthe path.
One set of readings may be in errorto the leftof the path. If a subsequentset occurs
a short time later and to the right, it will cancel some or all of the previouserror. By
continuedvariationand compensationfor eachother,the randomerrorswillproducea
net error that is well withinoverall requirements.

The primarycomponentsof the POLO System,withan updatedestimateof their
contributionto totalsystemerror,are identifiedin Table3. In eachcase, the errorband
for a particular component was transformed into the error in final location of the
penetrometer point based on the distance traveled. Table 3 liststwo error values for
eachprincipalcomponent. One value, labeled"LaboratoryBased"was derivedfromfinal
laboratorvtestingwith the fully calibratedequipmentand isthe basisfor the discussion.
The second value, labeled "Field Based"is from field experienceand the understanding
that field measurementsare more difficultto make and are subjectto somewhat larger
error bands. The goal of the field based error estimatewas notto give an exact error
range, but to be sure that the influenceof uncertaintieshas been carefullyconsidered
in preparation for the full-scalefield demonstration. Boththe laboratorybased and field
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Table 3. POLO meets or exceeds the successcriteria.

I I I II IIIII I I

• Components II Erior lLaboratorybased Fieldbased
ill , , i ,,, i i ,i , i i

Module _ O.10% __.0.25%
Signal Conditioning O.10% 0.20%

Computation 0.20% 0.25%
Initializer O.10% 0.25%

J Predicted JSystem Error +_.0.26% +_0.48%

based error estimateswere initiallyestimatedat the end of the Phase I effortand were
reviewed based on the Phase II integrated laboratorytests. The estimatesremain
unchanged.

Systematicerrorsmay be illustratedbythe followingexample. The POLOModule
has a groovedtubularbody whichcarriesthe straingagesand has a unilateraltolerance
of 0.001 inches onthe radialdistancefrom itscenterlineto the base of the straingage
grooves. Becauseof this,somestraingageswillbe locatedat a differentdistancefrom ,
the centerlinethan others. This problemis compoundedby the fact that the adhesive
used to attach the strain gages may not be of uniformthicknessfor all gages. In this
example, there is an error band caused by manufacturingtoleranceswhich cannot be
preciselydefined. However,itwillbe systematic,that is, any particulargage willremain
at the same distance once the manufacture is complete• The solutionis to bend the
POLO Module into known configurationsand record gage readings for various
orientationsabout its axis, in effect, to calibrate. Thus, systematic errors can be
identified and eliminated or reduced to acceptable levels by calibration. We have
designed a POLO Module calibrationrig on whichthis is done. Asnoted inthe Phase
I Final Report and verified during the Phase II laboratorytesting, the POLO Module
contributesless than 0.20% to the total systemerror.

Signal conditioning includes all of the equipment used to measure a strain value
and make it available to the computer in a digital format. To achieve highest resolution,
careful consideration was given to minimizing the systematic errors from system noise,
environmental noise, and signal attenuation. System noise is an error inherent to the

' data acquisition system and was minimized by using a high quality instrument that was
calibratedand designedspecificallyforstraingage measurements.Environmentalnoise

• comes from an external source, such as a large temperature fluctuation, and was
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reduced by adhering to procedures for compensating and isolating the electrical circuits.
Signal attenuation is a problem for longer leadwires and can be accommodated by
adjusting the transducer output to a known value based on a known stimulus. On the
basis of the best estimate currently available, the bending strain can be measured to an
accuracy of approximately plus or minus 2 microstrain and this contributes O.10%to the
total system error.

The computation portionof the POLO Systemtransformsthe raw straindata into
usefultrackingcoordinates.The primarycomponentof systematicerrorforcomputation
is from modeling a complex natural phenomenon. There are no accidentalerrors
associatedwithfaultycoding in the POLO computerprogram. Errorwas minimizedby
the developmentof a sophisticatedbeamalgorithmto preciselymonitorthetruebending
performance of the POLO Module. The systematicerror due specificallyto the new
beam algorithmwas testedby trackingtheoreticalbeam-type pathsand foundto be less
than 0.10%.

In addition, a rotation algorithm was developed to automatically monitor the
rotationalpositionof the POLO Module. As noted earlier, a penetrometerdoes not
manually rotate the drill stringbut some wind up is expectedto occur after travelinga

• ,- circuitousroute. To model this effectduring testing,the POLO Modulewas allowedto
rotate freely during each advance. The best estimate of total system error due to
computation,which includesboth beam behaviorand rotation,is 0.20%.

The initializeris the instrumentused to determinethe startingpoint of a POLO
penetration. Three angular measurements,the azimuth, elevation,and rotation,are
made withthe initializer. Likethe POLO Module, the initializeris a piece of equipment
that is subject to systematicerrorbecauseof its manufacturingtolerances. Alsolikethe
POLO Module, the error was minimizedonce a calibrationhad been performed. The
calibratedaccuracy of the initializeris 0.10 degree for all three angularmeasurements
and this contributesO.10% to the total systemerror.

In summary, the effect of systematicerrors on the POLO System has been
minimized by design and calibration. Random errorswill tend to cancel out over a
series of measurements. At the bottomof each columnin Table 3 is given the total
systemerror,based on the error bands showninthat column. The standard methodof
taking the square root of the sum of the squares shown in Equation1 was used to
calculatetotalsystemerror. The reader willnote that in both casesthe errorfalls within
the successcriterionof 0.50% of the distancetraveled as set forth in the contract.

[ (error 1)2 + ... + (error n)2 ],,2 (1) .
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There is no particularsignificanceattachedto the successcriterionof 0.50% error
with respectto the distancetraveledfor distanceslessthan 70 meters. It is not a value
that was targeted for a particularpenetrometerapplication, The value was estimated
based on the accuracy believed to be achievableby the strain gage technology.
Althoughthe POLO Systemhas no competitorsfor equipmentsimilarto penetrometers,

" the estimateshows a good probabilityof achievingaccuraciesequal to or betterthan
those achievablewith guidancesystemsused for other undergroundIocatorsystems,
namelydirectionaldrills. It is also importantto note thatthe 70 metertraveldistanceis
not currentlyfeasiblefor mostpenetrometersystemsin most geologicconditionsdue
to thrustlimitations.Severalpenetrometerusersandmanufacturershaveadvisedusthat
the limitof presenttechnologyfor a 4.45 centimeter(1 3/4 inch)diametersamplingrod
iscloserto 30 meters. Thus, POLO shouldgivepositionlocationto within0.15 meters.
This value is believed to be readily achievable for the majority of penetrometer
applications.

A sensitivityanalysiswas performed to help quantify the number of strain gage
stations that were required to accurately map a continuous bend. As mentioned earlier,
this study had important implications for reducing computational requirements and the
number of gage stations on the POLO Module, which will in turn reduce the production
cost. It was found that when two gage stations were used for tracking, as opposed to
the three gage stations that were available, the system error increased by O.10%, but
remained below the 0.50% successcriterion. This successfultracking performance was
achieved by fully analyzing the bending behavior of the POLO Module. This type of
sensitivity analysis will be continued in the Phase III field demonstration.

Asdiscussed in Chapter 2, anoff-the-shelfdataacquisitionpackagewas specified
and purchasedto automatethe strainmeasurementprocedure. Calibrationandsoftware
integrationfor thissystemhas beencompleted. Thecomputercontrolledsystemis now
fully operationaland will make POLO data samplingfaster and moreefficient.

A parallel effort,supported by internal researchand development funding, is also
underway to identifya more sophisticateddata acquisitionpackage for use when the
POLO System is commercialized. The prototypeof this systemwill require custom
development. However, later versions will be readily available in quantity. If
development of the new data acquisitionsystemis completedas presentlyplanned, it
will be tested during the Phase Iii field demonstration.
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5.0 COMMERCIALIZATION

The DOE Environmental Restorationand Waste Management program and the
existingPRDAare designedto accomplish,in additionto othergoals, the development
of tools and methods for the characterization, remediation, and monitoring of ,j

undergroundenvironmentalconditions.Thismissionwiltlead tothe developmentof new
technologiesthat providefaster, better,and safersolutions. UTD has maintaineddirect
contact with field sites of the Departmentof Energy and other federal agencies as
systemneeds havebeen continuouslyrefined. The technologytransferdescribedhere
was conducted during the Phase II effort and is a small part of the larger discussions
that have been underwayfor severalyears.

At the Savannah River site, the characterizationof waste and contamination
beneath buildingsis a concern, butthe recognizedneed for accuratepositionlocation
adjacentto steelreinforcedconcretehasnotbeen met. Penetrometersforexpeditedsite
characterizations,enhanced by the POLO System, could be a cost effective way to
accomplishthese inspections. To get afirst-handlookatthe newPOLOtechnology,the
EnvironmentalSciencesDivisionof the SavannahRiverTechnologyCenter has agreed
to host the full-scale POLO field demonstrationthat is planned to take place during
Phase II1.

The EnvironmentalSciences Group of WestinghouseSavannah River was the
initialpointof contact. They havealreadysuccessfullyhostedat leasttwo penetrometer
field demonstrationsat their site. Permittingand liabilityissueshave been discussed.
They have agreed to help us submitthe documentationto meet the requirementsof the
NationalEnvironmentalProtectionAct. Contact was also madewith the Departmentof
Energyat Savannah Riverto discussliabilityissuesfurther. No unexpected problems
were discovered. Based on these discussions,a letterof agreement was submitted in
December, 1993. Full cooperationis expected.

The characterizationand remediationof deep soil contaminationat Savannah
Riveris also a concern.' Directionallydrilledparallelhorizontalwellshave been usedto
extract wasteby the injectionand extractionof steam, butthe costof oilwelldirectional
drillingtechniques is very high. Penetrometersenhanced by the POLO System could
performpositionspecificsamplingand dramaticallycut characterizationcostsas wellas
improve the quality of data collection.

The Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratoryhas numerouspoorlydefined pitsin
alluvium which have been filled with mixed wastes. The potential for leaching of
contaminantsis high and must be carefullymonitored. When leaks are identifiedand
priorto full-scaleremediation,a sitecharacterizationmusttake place. INEL researchers
are performinga needsanalysisfor a newsensordeliverysystemto conductthese types
of remote undergroundevaluations. Since a key elementof thissystemisthe abilityto
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precisely determine undergroundposition, UTD was contactedaboutusingthe POLO
System as a way to provide real-timepath trackinginformation. Informal discussions
have been maintainedwithreciprocalvisitsbetween INELand the UTD home office.

A tri-serviceeffort,along with DOE support through the Department of the Army
' is actively developing new sensors and equipment for the Site Characterizationand

AnalysisPenetrometerSystem(SCAPS). The SCAPSsystemsare being assembled by
the ArmyCorps of Engineersfor useby the Army EnvironmentalCenter. In briefingsto
both the COE and AEC, the significantincreasein capabilitythat could be made by
incorporationof the POLO Systeminto its penetrometeroperationwas recognized.

To reacha broader audience,particularlyfirmsthat performenvironmentalclean-
ups, a paper entitled "POsitionLOcation(POLO) to expand the applicationof sensors
for environmentalcharacterization,monitoring,and remediation"was presentedat the
first annual Conference on EnvironmentalCommerce (CONEC) in Chattanooga,
Tennessee on October 19, 1993. The paper and presentationhighlightedthe useful
innovationthat POLO willbring to environmentalrestorationwork. The new abilityto
pinpointthe locationof undergroundsensorswasemphasizedas wellasplansfor future
commercialization.

Although the use of POLO as a Iocator system is a major enhancement, the next
step past commercialization is to achieve full directional control of penetrometer
sampling devices. Commercialization is underway through discussions with a major
penetrometer manufacturer who has indicated an interest in selling the POLO System
as an enhancement to their existing product line. Full directional control of
penetrometers could be achieved with a steerable headto directly access contamination
beneath buildings and other hard to reach areas. The application of the POLO System
to this type of penetrometer guidance system can be pursued and will rely on this
original work.

Whilethe researchfor the Departmentof Energyhasfocusedonthe development
of POLO for use with penetrometers,the total market is much broader. Virtuallyevery
undergroundprobe couldbenefitfrom the Iocationalcapabilitiesthat the POLO System
makes available. Discussionsare underwayfor the developmentof the POLO System
for use with several other technologies. The five major commercializationareas for
POLO being pursued include:

* Environmental Characterization (This DOE PRDAApplication)

* Utility Contractor Directional Drilling

* Micro Tunneling
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* Oil arid Gas Slim-hole Directional Drilling

* Mineral Exploration Borehole Surveys

UTD, Incorporated views the commercialization of POLO as a priority. Actual
commercialization of POLO is planned to be accomplished at the conclusion of the
proposed Phase III field demonstration. However, through internal research and
development funding, UTDcontinues to refine the plans for full-scale POLOmanufacture
and distribution. A preliminary manufacturing plan has been established that is flexible
enough to be profitable when manufacturing only a few units at a time, but has the
capacity to reach thousands of units per year. Distribution will be expedited through
existing client networks.

f-
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The objectiveof Phase I was to design, manufacture,and testeach of the major
componentsof the POLO Systemfor trackingthe path of a penetrometer. To facilitate
an understanding of the end use performance, the combined error for all POLO

' componentswas expressedintermsof the distancetraveled. PhaseI performancewas
betterthan the successcriterionof trackingto lessthan0.50% errorwith respectto the

, distancetraveled for distanceslessthan 70 meters. In addition,the desirablegoalsof
field ruggednessand userfriendliness,as set forthduringPhase I, were alsoachieved.
Since all the pre-establishedgoals and the successcriterionwere met duringPhase I,
the transitionto Phase II was made.

The objectiveof Phase II was to integratethe variouscomponentsof the POLO
Systemto conduct laboratoryscaletrackingexperiments.Comparisonsof POLOoutput
withsurveydata overa realisticpenetrometerpathhaveshownthat, once again,POLO
performanceis better thanthe pre-determinedsuccesscriterionto track positionto less
than0.50% errorwithrespectto the distancetraveledfor distanceslessthan 70 meters.

On the basis of the Phase I and Phase II findings,it is reasonableto expect
continuedsuccessduringthe PhaseIIIfielddemonstration.We believethatthetracking
experimentsover 5 meterswilltranslateto successat longerdistances. Ithas already
been noted that penetrometerinsertionsin the 30-meter range are most common. We
have made every effort to avoid the problemstypicallyencounteredduringscalingup
for a fielddemonstrationby designingand constructingthe componentsas theywillbe
used in the field. For example,the POLO Modulewas builtfull-scale,usingaluminum
componentsto facilitatelaboratorytesting. In addition,testswere conductedthatwere
representative of field conditions. For example, the test path was designed and
constructedto model the deflectionsexperienced in the field. The combinationof
realistictest conditionsand carefulcontrolofsystematicerrorsthatwas discussedearlier
is confidentlypredictedto lead to meeting the successcriterionof 0.50% error in the
Phase III field demonstration.

The automateddata acquisitionsystemwascalibratedand tested as an integral
part of the real-time laboratory experiments. Additional tests were conducted to
determine the influenceof temperaturevariationson both the POLO Module and the
leadwires. In all tests,the signalconditioningerrorremainedat acceptablelevels. On
this preliminary basis, a data acquisitionsystemthat does not include a downhole
amplifierwill be used during the Phase III field demonstration. At the same time, it is
understoodthat highestaccuracyis probably notachievablewiththis system. In light
of this, an internal research and development effort is underway to develop a custom-
made data acquisition package for use after the POLO System is ready for

" commercialization. If this new system is availablefor the field demonstration,some
preliminarytests will be conductedto evaluateits performance.
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The POLO System is a new technology that offers, for the first time, the ability to
map the path of penetrometers in real-time. For this reason it is difficult to establish a
reasonable cost comparison. Existingguidance technologies have a varietyof problems
that hinder their application to penetrometers. The guidance systems for true directional
drills are too large for penetrometers or are subject to large distortions when operating
near any underground obstruction that contains a magnetic material such as steel.
These systemstypically utilize somecombination of gyroscopes, magnetometers, and/or
accelerometers. The smaller guidance systemsfor the drills used by the utility industry
are not capable of remoteoperationunderneathstoragetanks, foundations,areas with
hazardoussurfacecontamination,or atgreatdepths. The smallerguidancesystemsare
walk-overdevicesthat requirea personwith a receiverto recoverthe signalsent by a
transmitterlocated at the tip of the undergroundprobe.

In terms of the wide range of applications as well as overall accuracy, it is
believedthe closestcompetitorto the POLO Systemwillbe the guidancesystemsfor
true directionaldrilling. They aretypicallyused to navigatebeneathstreams,rivers,and
roadways. The leastexpensiveof thesesystemscostsmore than$60,000. When fully
commercializedfor penetrometersby the end of 1994, the POLOSystemis expectedto
be marketablefor less than $60,000. Thispredictionis based on a detailedanalysisof
manufacturingand calibrationcosts for severalproductionscenarios.

Since all of the pre-establishedgoals and successcriteriahave been met during
the Phase I and Phase II efforts,POLO developmentis readyfor transitioninto Phase
II1. Phase III will includethe design and manufactureof a full-scalePOLO Systemthat
will be used during a field demonstration. The Phase III proposalhas been submitted
underseparatecover. At the conclusionof Phase Ill the POLO Systemwillbe readyfor
commercialization.

t
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